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art, Music & Photography
ART

Playing to the Gallery
helping contemporary art in its 
struggle to be understood
Grayson Perry

renowned fine artist and winner of the 
hugely prestigious turner Prize, grayson 
Perry, shares his perspective on modern 
art and the art world with his accessible 
and witty voice. 128 pages

978-0-14-312735-2
$25.00/29.95C | HC | 5 5⁄16 x 8 ½
PENGuIN BOOkS | May

The 613
Archie Rand

Painter archie rand transforms all 613 
jewish commandments into brightly  
colored and shockingly beautiful images, 
now collected in a stunning book that is 
bound to be a perennial gift for any  
occasion or holiday. Full Color Photo-
graphs Throughout, 640 pages

978-0-399-17376-9
$40.00/51.00C | HC | 6 5⁄8 x 8 7⁄8
BLuE RIDER PRESS | November

Music

Mystery Train
images of america in  
rock ‘n’ roll Music: sixth edition
Greil Marcus

Marcus traces the history of harmonica 
Frank, robert johnson, the band, sly 
stone, randy newman, and elvis  
Presley, ultimately weaving this  
information into a larger social context 
of what exactly american culture  
stands for. 448 pages

978-0-14-218158-4
$17.00/19.00C | PB | 6 x 9
PLuME | April

Never Broken 
songs are only half the story
Jewel

New York Times bestselling poet  
and multi-platinum singer-songwriter 
jewel explores her unconventional  
upbringing and extraordinary life in  
an inspirational memoir that covers  
her childhood to fame, marriage, and 
motherhood. 16-Page Color Insert,  
336 pages

978-0-399-17433-9
$27.50/35.50C | HC | 6 x 9
BLuE RIDER PRESS | September

Season of the Witch
how the occult saved  
rock and roll
Peter Bebergal

now in paperback, this epic cultural 
history reveals how occult traditions 
shaped rock and roll — from the bea-
tles to black sabbath — and our world. 
288 pages

978-0-399-17496-4
$16.95/19.95C | PB | 6 x 9
TARCHER | October

unfaithful Music &  
Disappearing Ink
Elvis Costello

the long-awaited, unconventional but 
indelible memoir by one of the music 
world’s greatest and most influential 
songwriters and performers, elvis 
costello. Photo Insert, 352 pages

978-0-399-16725-6
$28.95/37.95C | HC | 6 x 9
BLuE RIDER PRESS | October

Final Cover art to Come

untitled Memoir
Tom Jones

the long-awaited autobiography of leg-
endary singer tom jones, following six 
decades of unparalleled experiences in 
the spotlight to coincide with his 75th 
birthday. Photo Insert, 336 pages

978-1-59240-961-7
$26.95/34.95C | HC | 6 x 9
BLuE RIDER PRESS | November
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Always Pack a Party Dress
and other lessons learned  
From a (half) life in Fashion
Amanda Brooks

author of the bestselling I Love Your 
Style, brooks shares her personal  
coming-of-age stories including sarto-
rial highs and lows told through the 
glamorous lens of the fashion world, 
with beautiful, eclectic, and inspired 
photographs throughout. 304 pages

978-0-399-17083-6
$30.00/36.00C | PB | 6 5⁄8 x 8 7⁄8
BLuE RIDER PRESS | June

Beauty Rewind
Taylor Chang-Babaian

a beautifully photographed makeup 
book from the author of Asian Faces 
and Style Eyes that features tips and 
techniques for women of every age to 
look their very best. 192 pages

978-0-399-16306-7
$21.95/28.50C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | October

Bohemians, Bootleggers,  
Flappers, and Swells
the best of early vanity Fair
Graydon Carter

For the magazine’s centenary  
celebration, an anthology of pieces 
from the early golden age of vanity 
Fair. 432 pages

978-0-14-312790-1
$17.00/22.00C | PB | 5 ½ x 8 7⁄16

PENGuIN BOOkS | November

Designer Nails
create art at your Fingertips
Ami Vega

a stunning four-color book with 50  
tutorials for creating nail designs that 
are miniature works of art. 160 pages

978-0-399-17364-6
$17.95/23.50C | PB | 8 x 8
PERIGEE TRADE | August

The French Beauty Solution
time-tested secrets to look and 
Feel beautiful inside and out
Mathilde Thomas

the co-founder of the international 
beauty company caudalie shares her 
simple, natural, time-tested beauty  
secrets so that any woman can look 
younger, healthier, and more radiant 
without harsh products or drastic  
procedures. 272 pages

978-1-59240-951-8
$26.95/31.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
GOTHAM HARDCOvER | July

Rookie Yearbook Four
Tavi Gevinson

the final rookie yearbook! Featuring 
350 pages of articles, interviews, col-
lages, photo editorials, and illustrations 
from rookie’s fourth year — with new 
exclusive-to-print content! 352 pages

978-1-59514-795-0
$29.95/38.50C | PB | 9 x 11
RAzORBILL | October

ShiPS fRom the ChildRen’S WaRehouSe

Final Cover art to Come

The Sartorialist: X
(limited edition)
Scott Schuman

the limited edition hardcover of the 
third sartorialist book, presented in an 
exquisitely designed slip case. Full Color 
Photographs Throughout, 512 pages

978-0-14-312805-2
$30.00/39.00C | PB | 5 1⁄8 x 7 3⁄8
PENGuIN BOOkS | October

978-0-14-198019-5
$225.00/290.00C | HC | 5 1⁄8 x 7 3⁄8
PENGuIN BOOkS | October

beauty & Fashion
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brain Fitness/Puzzles & games
Bad English
a history of linguistic aggravation
Ammon Shea

“in bad english, language scholar
ammon shea sticks it to the sticklers.”
—The Washington Post  272 pages

978-0-399-16558-0
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
PERIGEE TRADE | June

The Crossword Century
100 years of witty wordplay,  
ingenious Puzzles, and  
linguistic Mischief
Alan Connor

crossword aficionado and Guardian 
writer alan connor celebrates the  
pleasures and puzzles of the crossword 
on its 100th anniversary in this irrever-
ent take on the history behind the  
popular mindbenders and their  
lingustic wordplay. 208 pages

978-1-59240-938-9
$16.00/NCR | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
GOTHAM TRADE | July

AcTiviTy Books

Best Friends Forever
Price Stern Sloan

the little Miss characters are all  
about self-expression and tweens love 
bonding with their friends, so what 
could be better than a glittery, fun-filled 
little Miss bFF book! Full of quizzes 
and activities, this is the perfect  
keepsake for best friends. 64 pages

978-0-8431-8318-4
$7.99/9.99C | PB | 5 x 7
PRICE STERN SLOAN | December

Big Summer vacation  
Activity Book
Jake Black

slacking off is twice as nice in the  
summertime! join Mordecai and  
rigby’s warm-weather adventures with 
the awesome activities and games in 
this awesome book. 64 pages

978-0-8431-8281-1
$9.99/10.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
CARTOON NETWORk BOOkS | May

Blast Off! Doodle Book
Karen Young; Illustrated by Pau 
Morgan

content meets cool in our exciting  
new nonfiction venture with the 
world’s largest museum! doodle 
through one of the smithsonian’s most 
popular museums in this fun- and  
fact-packed Pyrg/smithsonian launch 
list title. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 128 pages

978-0-448-48210-1
$12.99/14.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

Build a Boyfriend
Kiki Jones

Build a Boyfriend is a wickedly  
addictive, totally unique mix-and-
match activity book that allows readers 
to create the perfect boyfriend from an 
attractive set of dreamy eyes, adorable 
noses, mouths that make you melt, and 
gorgeous hair. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 26 pages

978-0-8431-8008-4
$9.99/10.99C | NT | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | May

children’s
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children’s

Learn to Draw Adventure Time

adventure time continues to be  
cartoon network’s top original  
animated series. learn to draw with 
the fun characters from the popular 
cartoon. 64 pages

978-0-8431-8280-4
$9.99/10.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
CARTOON NETWORk BOOkS | June

Learn to Draw  
Skylanders universe
Grosset & Dunlap

skylanders continues to be one of the 
top-selling kids’ video games and has 
sold well over $1 billion in toys and 
games worldwide. 64 pages

978-0-448-48722-9
$9.99/10.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

Mardi Gras Activity Book
Karl Jones;  
Illustrated by Joey Chou

Mardi gras comes alive in this bright, 
bold activity book with colorful bayou 
craft ideas, cajun recipes, and French 
Quarter mazes, complete with stickers 
and press-out masks and beads to  
create a unique celebration in your 
home. 16 pages

978-0-8431-8297-2
$9.99/11.99C | PB | 
PRICE STERN SLOAN | December

Monstrous Fun
a doodle and activity book
Travis Nichols;  
Illustrated by Travis Nichols

a 64-page full-color book full of  
monster-themed games and activities  
to keep little monsters busy all year 
long. 64 pages

978-0-8431-7882-1
$7.99/8.99C | PB | 8 x 10
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August

Oceans Doodle Book
Karen Romano Young

sensational photos and informational 
text vetted by smithsonian curators 
takes the popular activity book  
format to a whole new level, perfectly 
positioned for the increased interest in 
nonfiction for children. Full Color  
Photographs Throughout, 128 pages

978-0-448-48688-8
$12.99/15.99C | PB | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Room on the Broom  
Big Activity Book
Julia Donaldson;  
Illustrated by Axel Scheffler

a brand-new activity book based on 
the New York Times bestselling  
picture book! 48 pages

978-0-448-48944-5
$10.99/11.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

BoARd Books

A Pocket for Corduroy
Don Freeman

For the first time ever, the classic A 
Pocket for Corduroy is available in a 
board book edition. 32 pages

978-0-451-47113-0
$7.99/9.99C | BR | 6 ½ x 5
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | 

September

Alice’s Adventures in  
Wonderland board book
Alison Jay

alice in wonderland is now ready for 
the toddler crowd in this delightful 
board book edition of lewis carroll’s 
classic  22 pages

978-0-525-42979-1
$6.99/8.99C | BR | 5 ½ x 7
DIAL | August
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children’s

Baby Penguins  
Love their Mama
Melissa Guion;  
Illustrated by Melissa Guion

the perfect valentine’s day,  
Mother’s day—really any day— 
book is now available for little hands 
and flippers! 28 pages

978-0-399-17552-7
$6.99/7.99C | BR | 6 x 6
PHILOMEL BOOkS | November

Bedtime Tales
Beatrix Potter

with its large trim and collection of 
four beloved beatrix Potter tales,  
Bedtime Tales is the perfect before-bed 
read! 24 pages

978-0-14-136140-6
$12.99/15.99C | BR | 10 ¼ x 10 ¼
WARNE | October

Little Owl’s 1-2-3
Divya Srinivasan;  
Illustrated by Divya Srinivasan

18 pages

978-0-451-47454-4
$5.99/6.99C | BR | 5 ½ x 7
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | August

Little Owl’s Colors
Divya Srinivasan;  
Illustrated by Divya Srinivasan

18 pages

978-0-451-47456-8
$5.99/6.99C | BR | 5 ½ x 7
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | August

The Little Engine That Could
Watty Piper;  
Illustrated by Loren Long

the all-time classic, re-illustrated  
by the creator of otis, now available  
as a high-end (abridged) board book! 
32 pages

978-0-399-17387-5
$8.99/9.99C | BR | 7 5⁄8 x 7 ¼
PHILOMEL BOOkS | May

Llama Llama Red Pajama
Anna Dewdney;  
Illustrated by Anna Dewdney

anna dewdney’s New York Times 
best-selling book, now in a sturdy  
format for llama llama’s youngest 
fans! 34 pages

978-0-451-47457-5
$8.99/9.99C | BR | 7 ½ x 7 ¾
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | May

introducing Little Owl’s Forest—board books by  
divya Srinivasan that teach concepts in a natural setting,  

just right for young children!
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New York
a book of colors
Ashley Evanson;  
Illustrated by Ashley Evanson

14 pages

978-0-448-48913-1
$6.99/8.99C | BR  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Paris
a book of shapes
Ashley Evanson;  
Illustrated by Ashley Evanson

14 pages

978-0-448-48915-5
$6.99/8.99C | BR 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

San Francisco
a book of numbers
Ashley Evanson;  
Illustrated by Ashley Evanson

14 pages

978-0-448-48914-8
$6.99/8.99C | BR 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

London
a book of opposites
Ashley Evanson;  
Illustrated by Ashley Evanson

14 pages

978-0-448-48916-2
$6.99/8.99C | BR 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Llama Llama Sand and Sun
Anna Dewdney

have fun in the sun with llama llama 
in this sturdy casebound book featuring 
5 interactive touch-and-feel elements. 
10 pages

978-0-448-49639-9
$12.99/14.99C | BR 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May

Spot Loves School
Eric Hill; Illustrated by Eric Hill

enjoy school with your favorite  
puppy spot! 10 pages

978-0-14-135654-9
$5.99/6.99C | BR 
WARNE | May

Spot’s Christmas
Eric Hill; Illustrated by Eric Hill

this reissued holiday board book with 
a brand-new cover is sure to be a hit 
this season! 12 pages

978-0-399-24320-2
$5.99/6.99C | BR  
WARNE | September

Spot’s Peekaboo
Eric Hill; Illustrated by Eric Hill

join spot and his friends for some  
lift-the-flap peekaboo fun! 12 pages

978-0-14-136170-3
$9.99/11.99C | BR  
WARNE | October

children’s
hello, World is an exciting new board book series that pairs early learning concepts with colorful, stylish illustrations  

of the iconic art, architecture, food, and culture of cities around the world.



The Puffin in Bloom Collection
Various

a handsome gift set featuring all four 
Puffin in bloom classics illustrated by 
anna bond of rifle Paper co. in a 
charming keepsake box designed in  
her signature style. 

978-0-14-751874-3
$64.00/72.00C | BX  
PuFFIN BOOkS | November

GifT: ficTion

Literally Disturbed #2
More tales to Keep you up at night
Ben Winters;  
Illustrated by Adam Watkins

64 pages

978-0-8431-7312-3
$9.99/10.99C | HC | 6 x 9
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August

Romantically Disturbed: Love 
Poems to Rip Your Heart Out
Ben Winters;  
Illustrated by Adam Watkins

64 pages

978-0-8431-7313-0
$9.99/11.99C | HC | 6 x 9
PRICE STERN SLOAN | December

Quiet Power
the secret strengths of introverts
Susan Cain;  
Illustrated by Grant Snider

based on the monumental bestseller 
Quiet, this new version focuses on the 
strengths and challenges of being an in-
troverted kid.  288 pages

978-0-8037-4060-0
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
DIAL | May

edgar award Winner and New York Times Bestselling  
author Ben h. Winters returns to Penguin with new  

collections of terrifying tales reminiscent of alvin Schwartz’s 
hit Scary Stories to tell in the dark series. 

None the Number
a hueys book
Oliver Jeffers;  
Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers

24 pages

978-0-399-17416-2
$6.99/7.99C | BR | 6 x 6
PHILOMEL BOOkS | May

The New Sweater
a hueys book
Oliver Jeffers;  
Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers

24 pages

978-0-399-17391-2
$6.99/7.99C | BR | 6 x 6
PHILOMEL BOOkS | May

Time-Out for Sophie
Rosemary Wells;  
Illustrated by Rosemary Wells

the charming toddler-mouse character 
from rosemary wells—now available 
in board book! 26 pages

978-0-451-47766-8
$6.99/8.99C | BR | 5 ½ x 7
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | October

Box seTs

Ordinary People Change  
the World Gift Set
Brad Meltzer; Illustrated by  
Christopher Eliopoulos

the New York Times bestselling series 
is now available in a boxed set of four. 

978-0-8037-4136-2
$50.00/58.00C | BX  
DIAL | October

8

children’s
oliver Jeffers and the hueys finally come to board books!



HolidAy: cHRisTMAs

Little Santa
Jon Agee

jon agee’s hilarious story of santa’s 
childhood is now available in a board 
book edition. 34 pages

978-0-525-42940-1
$6.99/8.99C | BR | 5 ½ x 7
DIAL | October

Merry Christmas, Hello kitty!
Leigh Olsen

celebrate christmas with hello Kitty 
with this 64-page full-color activity 
book that comes with stickers, greeting 
cards, and a poster. 64 pages

978-0-448-48743-4
$9.99/11.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Merry Christmas, Mr. Mouse
Caralyn Buehner;  
Illustrated by Mark Buehner

a joyful christmas story from the  
creators of the New York Times best-
selling Snowmen at Night. 40 pages

978-0-8037-4010-5
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 10 ½
DIAL | October

The very Hungry Caterpillar’s 
Christmas 123
Eric Carle

celebrate christmas with the very 
hungry caterpillar! this delightful new 
title will teach the youngest readers all 
about counting —from 1 santa claus to 
10 presents—as they try and spot the 
very hungry caterpillar on each page. 
18 pages

978-0-448-49009-0
$8.99/10.99C | BR | 7 x 7
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

HolidAy: HAlloween

Seven Orange Pumpkins  
board book
Stephen Savage

a rhyming halloween board book 
based on the ala notable book Ten 
Orange Pumpkins. 28 pages

978-0-8037-4138-6
$6.99/7.99C | BR | 7 x 7
DIAL | August

HolidAy: THAnksGivinG

My First Thanksgiving
Tomie dePaola

available again—tomie dePaola’s  
festive introduction to thanksgiving.  
14 pages

978-0-448-44857-2
$5.99/6.99C | BR  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Thanksgiving Activity Book
Karl Jones;  
Illustrated by Joey Chou

thanksgiving comes alive for  
readers in this bright, bold activity  
book with colorful craft ideas, recipes, 
games and mazes, stickers, and even 
press-out pieces to create a thanksgiving 
centerpiece to display in your home.  
16 pages

978-0-8431-8296-5
$9.99/10.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August

9

children’s



licenses: eRic cARle

Dream Snow
Eric Carle; Illustrated by Eric Carle

eric carle’s only christmas story is  
now a board book! 22 pages

978-0-399-17314-1
$9.99/10.99C | BR | 7 x 7
PHILOMEL BOOkS | October

Love from The very  
Hungry Caterpillar
Eric Carle

celebrate valentine’s day - and love - 
with the very hungry caterpillar! this 
charming, sweet new title featuring  
The Very Hungry Caterpillar is the  
perfect gift for that special someone  
on valentine’s day - or any day of  
the year. 32 pages

978-0-448-48932-2
$8.99/10.99C | HC  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

The Nonsense Show
Eric Carle; Illustrated by Eric Carle

a playful homage to surrealism from 
the legendary creator of The Very  
Hungry Caterpillar. 40 pages

978-0-399-17687-6
$18.99/21.99C | HC | 9 x 12
PHILOMEL BOOkS | October

The very Hungry  
Caterpillar Board Book  
and Ornament Package
Eric Carle; Illustrated by Eric Carle

spread the christmas spirit with eric 
carle and The Very Hungry Caterpillar! 
24 pages

978-0-399-17317-2
$19.99/23.00C | NT | 11 1⁄8 x 5 1⁄8
PHILOMEL BOOkS | October

The very Hungry Caterpillar’s 
Christmas 123
Eric Carle

celebrate christmas with the very 
hungry caterpillar! this delightful new 
title will teach the youngest readers all 
about counting —from 1 santa claus to 
10 presents—as they try and spot the 
very hungry caterpillar on each page. 
18 pages

978-0-448-49009-0
$8.99/10.99C | BR | 7 x 7
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

licenses: lAdyBuG GiRl

I Love You, Bingo
Jacky Davis; 
 Illustrated by David Soman

celebrate valentine’s day with  
ladybug girl in the third original 
reader! 32 pages

978-0-448-48757-1
$14.99/17.99C | HC | 6 x 9
PENGuIN YOuNG READERS. | December

Ladybug Girl and the  
Best Ever Playdate
Jacky Davis;  
Illustrated by David Soman

this latest hardcover picture book  
from the New York Times bestselling 
ladybug girl series proves that true 
friendship is better than any toy.  
40 pages

978-0-8037-4030-3
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 10 ½ x 9
DIAL | August

Ladybug Girl:  
The Super Fun Edition
David Soman

this beautifully packaged gift edition of 
the first book in the New York Times 
bestselling ladybug girl series is per-
fect for existing fans and new readers 
alike. 40 pages

978-0-525-42945-6
$18.99/21.99C | HC | 10 ½ x 9
DIAL | October
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licenses: llAMA llAMA

Llama Llama Gram and Grandpa
Anna Dewdney

llama llama visits grandma and 
grandpa llama! 40 pages

978-0-670-01396-8
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 10 x 10 ¼
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | September

licenses: nAncy dRew

Nancy Drew Mystery  
Stories Books 1-4
Carolyn Keene

978-0-448-49005-2
$31.96/35.96C | BX  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Nancy’s Mysterious Letter #8
Carolyn Keene

192 pages

978-0-448-48908-7
$7.99/9.99C | HC  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Clue in the Diary #7
Carolyn Keene

192 pages

978-0-448-48907-0
$7.99/9.99C | HC  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Secret of Red Gate Farm #6
Carolyn Keene

192 pages

978-0-448-48906-3
$7.99/9.99C | HC  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Secret of Shadow Ranch #5
Carolyn Keene

192 pages

978-0-448-48905-6
$7.99/9.99C | HC  
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

licenses:  
niGHT BefoRe seRies

Night Before  
My Dance Recital
Natasha Wing;  
Illustrated by Amy Wummer

a landmark event in the life of all  
dancers! The Night Before My Dance 
Recital shouts “bravo!” to all those first 
starting out on stage. 32 pages

978-0-448-48845-5
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Night Before the  
Fourth of July
Natasha Wing;  
Illustrated by Amy Wummer

the newest title in the bestselling  
night before series is the perfect  
summer reading treat! 32 pages

978-0-448-48712-0
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May
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Box together- The Nancy Drew series, first published in 1930, has sold more than 65 million 
copies! these new editions, with stylish new covers that harken back to the era in which the 

series was first published, will appeal to fans old and new.

The Nancy Drew series, first published in 1930, has sold more than 65 million copies!  
these new editions, with stylish new covers that harken back to the era in which the series  

was first published, will appeal to fans old and new.



licenses: ocTonAuTs Octonauts and the Great 
Christmas Rescue
Grosset & Dunlap

based on a christmas-themed episode 
from the hugely popular disney jr. 
show octonauts, this 8x8 is another 
fun addition to our fantastic range of  
titles. includes a sticker sheet! 24 pages

978-0-448-48747-2
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Octonauts to Your Stations 
(Sticker Stories)
Grosset & Dunlap

all new for the octonauts, a sticker 
stories storybook! based on the hugely 
popular disney jr. show octonauts, 
this storybook is the latest addition to 
our fantastic range of titles. 16 pages

978-0-448-48909-4
$6.99/8.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

licenses: Puffin Pixels

king Arthur and His knights  
of the Round Table
Roger Lancelyn Green

978-0-14-751716-6
$9.99/12.99C | DG | 5 x 7
PuFFIN BOOkS | October

Tales of the Greek Heroes
Roger Lancelyn Green

978-0-14-751715-9
$9.99/12.99C | DG | 5 x 7
PuFFIN BOOkS | October

The Adventures of Robin Hood
Roger Lancelyn Green

978-0-14-751717-3
$9.99/12.99C | DG | 5 x 7
PuFFIN BOOkS | October

Treasure Island
Robert Louis Stevenson

978-0-14-751714-2
$9.99/12.99C | DG | 5 x 7
PuFFIN BOOkS | October
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Puffin Pixels: a new line of classics with pixelated, 8-bit cover artwork, for geeks, gamers, and lovers of books-as-objects.



licenses: 
sTRAwBeRRy sHoRTcAke

Berryella and  
Prince Berry Charming
Mickie Matheis;  
Illustrated by Laura Thomas

strawberry shortcake and her  
friends perform a fairy tale in this 
brand-new 8x8 featuring a sheet of 
stickers. 24 pages

978-0-448-48706-9
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

Happy Birthday,  
Strawberry Shortcake
Mickie Matheis;  
Illustrated by Laura Thomas

celebrate strawberry shortcake’s  
birthday with this brand new jacketed 
hardcover picture book- the perfect 
birthday gift for every strawberry  
shortcake fan! 32 pages

978-0-448-48748-9
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

licenses: wHo wAs seRies

What Is the Super Bowl?
Dina Anastasio;  
Illustrated by Kevin McVeigh

what is the super bowl? joins the  
all-star roster of exciting what was...? 
titles! 112 pages

978-0-448-48695-6
$5.99/6.99C | DG 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

What Is the World Series?
Gail Herman;  
Illustrated by Scott Anderson

what is the world series joins the  
all-star lineup of what was titles!  
112 pages

978-0-448-48406-8
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

What Was Hurricane katrina?
Robin Koontz;  
Illustrated by John Hinderliter

Feel the full force of nature in the story 
of hurricane Katrina, one of the biggest 
disasters in u.s. history. 112 pages

978-0-448-48662-8
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

What Was the  
Great Depression?
Janet Pascal

From headlines to breadlines, the  
great depression changed a nation 
and defined a generation. 112 pages

978-0-448-48427-3
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

What Were the  
Salem Witch Trials?
Joan Holub;  
Illustrated by Dede Putra

discover the truth behind america’s 
most infamous witchhunt. 112 pages

978-0-448-47905-7
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Where Are the Great Pyramids?
Dorothy Hoobler;  
Illustrated by Jerry Hoare

the great Pyramids are a wonder perfect 
for the where is...? series! 112 pages

978-0-448-48409-9
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September
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Where Is Mount Everest?
Nico Medina;  
Illustrated by John Hinderliter

this where is...? title towers over the 
rest of the books about Mount everest! 
112 pages

978-0-448-48408-2
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May

Where Is Niagara Falls?
Megan Stine

discover one of north america’s  
most popular attractions—niagara 
Falls! 112 pages

978-0-448-48425-9
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

Where Is the  
Empire State Building?
Janet Pascal;  
Illustrated by Daniel Colón

world-renowned landmark the empire 
state building will be a top attraction in 
the where is...? series! 112 pages

978-0-448-48426-6
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May

Who Is (Your Name Here)?
the story of My life
Paula Manzanero;  
Illustrated by Nancy Harrison

discover the most fascinating who 
was...? subject yet: you! 112 pages

978-0-448-48715-1
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Who Is Derek Jeter?
Gail Herman;  
Illustrated by Andrew Thomson

not just a baseball legend but a sports 
hero, derek jeter is on deck in our 
who was...? series! 112 pages

978-0-448-48697-0
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

Who Is Jeff kinney?
Patrick Kinney;  
Illustrated by John Hinderliter

the author/artist who made “wimpy”  
a best-selling adjective, jeff Kinney 
doodles his way into the who was...? 
series! 112 pages

978-0-448-48677-2
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

Who Is Malala Yousafzai?
Dinah Brown;  
Illustrated by Andrew Thomson

Malala yousafzai, at seventeen the 
youngest person ever to win the nobel 
Peace Prize, joins the who was...? se-
ries! 112 pages

978-0-448-48937-7
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Who Is Richard Branson?
Michael Burgan;  
Illustrated by Ted Hammond

the exciting story of the world’s most 
adventurous billionare. 112 pages

978-0-448-48315-3
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August
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Who Was Beatrix Potter?
Sarah Fabiny;  
Illustrated by Mike Lacey

learn more about the fascinating life 
and times of beatrix Potter, creator of 
Peter rabbit and defender of the  
english countryside. 112 pages

978-0-448-48305-4
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | July

Who Was Blackbeard?
James Buckley

Pirates storm the who was...? list  
with the addition of blackbeard - the 
fiercest pirate ever to sail the high seas. 
112 pages

978-0-448-48308-5
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | November

Who Was Edgar Allan Poe?
Jim Gigliotti;  
Illustrated by Tim Foley

explore the dark and stormy life  
story of edgar allan Poe, america’s 
master of gothic horror. 112 pages

978-0-448-48311-5
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Who Was Frank Lloyd Wright?
Ellen Labrecque;  
Illustrated by Gregory Copeland

the sky’s the limit with Frank lloyd 
wright, master builder and father of or-
ganic architecture. 112 pages

978-0-448-48313-9
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

Who Was George  
Washington Carver?
Jim Gigliotti

the patron saint of peanut butter  
industry and the scientific genius that 
time magazine called “the black 
leonardo”: george washington carver.  
112 pages

978-0-448-48312-2
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

Who Was J. R. R. Tolkien?
Pamela Pollack;  
Illustrated by Jonathan Moore

the original wizard of epic fantasy  
storytelling! 112 pages

978-0-448-48302-3
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | July

Who Was Jesse Owens?
James Buckley Jr.;  
Illustrated by Gregory Copeland

race into history with jesse owens, 
four-time olympic gold medalist and 
worldwide track and field legend.  
112 pages

978-0-448-48307-8
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Who Was Julia Child?
Geoff Edgers

discover what’s cooking with julia 
child, celebrity chef and master of 
French cuisine. bon appetit! 112 pages

978-0-448-48297-2
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October
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Who Was Marie Antoinette?
Dana Rau;  
Illustrated by John O’Brien

Marie antoinette: spoiled brat or  
scapegoat? who was Marie antoinette? 
reveals the history behind the  
histrionics. 112 pages

978-0-448-48310-8
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Who Was Michael Jackson?
Megan Stine;  
Illustrated by Joseph J. M. Qui

the King of Pop is a hit in the who 
was...? series! 112 pages

978-0-448-48410-5
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

Who Was Mother Teresa?
Jim Gigliotti;  
Illustrated by Nancy Harrison

Mother teresa is a global icon of char-
ity and virtue. her life story takes read-
ers on a trip around the world, from the 
streets of calcutta to the holy vatican 
and beyond. 112 pages

978-0-448-48299-6
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May

Who Was Seabiscuit?
James Buckley

it’s off to the races with the story of 
seabiscuit - the incredible racehorse 
who inspired a nation! 112 pages

978-0-448-48309-2
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | November

Who Was Sojourner Truth?
Yona McDonough;  
Illustrated by Jim Eldridge

a slave, an abolitionist, and an early 
advocate of women’s rights, sojourner 
truth is a worthy addition to the who 
was...? series. 112 pages

978-0-448-48678-9
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | December

Who Was Steve Irwin?
Dina Anastasio;  
Illustrated by Jim Eldridge

crikey! by popular demand, steve 
irwin “the crocodile hunter” is the 
winner of the who was...? 100th  
book contest! 112 pages

978-0-448-48838-7
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | May

Who Was Woodrow Wilson?
Margaret Frith;  
Illustrated by Andrew Thomson

woodrow wilson wins his spot in  
the who was...? series in a landslide! 
112 pages

978-0-448-48428-0
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

Who Were the  
Brothers Grimm?
Avery Reed;  
Illustrated by John O’Brien

the true story of the scholarly heroes 
who made sure we never forget that 
“once upon a time” could end  
“happily ever after.”  112 pages

978-0-448-48314-6
$5.99/6.99C | DG | 5 5⁄16 x 7 5⁄8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August
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MAd liBs

Diary of a Wimpy kid Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

Diary of a Wimpy Kid Mad Libs is  
the perfect addition to every kid’s  
collection! readers will love playing 
(and re-playing!) the 21 stories inside 
this book. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8353-5
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | September

Dog Ate My Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

a Mad libs featuring 48 pages of  
hilarious stories dedicated to dogs, 
more dogs, and nothing but dogs!  
Pick one up for yourself and all your 
dog-loving friends! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8293-4
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | May

Frozen Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

a brand-new Mad libs based on the 
wildly successful disney studios film 
Frozen! 48 pages of sweet and silly  
stories, our Mad libs is the perfect  
buy for the kid who can’t get enough 
Frozen! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8304-7
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | July

Give Me Liberty or  
Give Me Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

there’s nothing more american than 
baseball, apple pie, and Mad libs! our 
newest original Mad libs features 48 
fun and patriotic stories. it’s the perfect 
way to celebrate independence day! 
48 pages

978-0-8431-8298-9
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | May

History of the World Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

learn a little history with Mad libs! 
History of the World Mad Libs includes 
21 fill-in-the-blank stories based on 
real events and discoveries. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8075-6
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | June

Meow Libs
Price Stern Sloan

a Mad libs featuring 48 pages of  
hilarious stories dedicated to cats, more 
cats, and nothing but cats! Pick one up 
for yourself and all your cat-loving 
companions! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8292-7
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | May

Peanuts Mad Libs
Mickie Matheis

a brand-new Mad libs starring all the 
Peanuts characters you know and love, 
like charlie brown, Peppermint Patty, 
and woodstock! our book includes  
21 original stories. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8331-3
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October

Steven universe Mad Libs
Walter Burns

a brand-new Mad libs featuring  
21 stories based on the hit cartoon 
network television series steven  
universe. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8309-2
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October
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Teachers Rule! Mad Libs
Laura Marchesani

our first-ever Mad libs all about  
school from the teacher’s point of 
view! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8334-4
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | September

uncle Grandpa Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

a brand-new Mad libs featuring 21 
stories based on the hit cartoon net-
work television series uncle grandpa! 
you’ll laugh for hours filling in the 
blanks of this zany book. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8285-9
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | July

non-ficTion

Boy, Were We Wrong About 
the Human Body!
Kathleen Kudlinski;  
Illustrated by Debbie Tilley

the evergreen series is back with  
another title that is perfect for  
budding doctors—this time about  
the human body and medical  
technology  32 pages

978-0-8037-3792-1
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 10 x 8
DIAL | October

Boy, Were We Wrong  
About the Weather!
Kathleen Kudlinski;  
Illustrated by Sebastia Serra

the evergreen series is back with  
another title that is perfect for steM  
education—this time about weather 
and climate change. 32 pages

978-0-8037-3793-8
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 10 x 8
DIAL | July

Curious About Fishes
Elizabeth Bennett

content meets cool in our exciting  
new nonfiction venture with the 
world’s largest museum! dive into the 
fascinating world of fishes. Full Color 
Photographs Throughout, 32 pages

978-0-448-48462-4
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

The Girl Who Buried Her 
Dreams in a Can
Tererai Trent;  
Illustrated by Jan Gilchrist

oprah’s “favorite guest of all time” 
shares her pursuit of higher learning in 
this inspirational picture book autobi-
ography. 40 pages

978-0-670-01654-9
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 9 x 11
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | October

I’m Trying to Love Spiders
Bethany Barton;  
Illustrated by Bethany Barton

a fresh and very funny non-fiction  
picture book about our least favorite 
bug: spiders! 40 pages

978-0-670-01693-8
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 10 ½ x 9 ½
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | July

Legends: the Best Players, 
Games, and Teams in Football
Howard Bryant

the gridiron guide to star Qbs and  
superbowls for young middle-grade 
sports fans, from celebrated esPn  
personality and award-winning writer 
howard bryant. B&W Photographs 

978-0-399-16904-5
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
PHILOMEL BOOkS | September
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No Way . . . Way!:  
Are You My Dinner?
Tracey West

Full Color Photographs Throughout, 
208 pages

978-0-448-48689-5
$9.99/11.99C | PB | 6 ½ x 6 ½
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

No Way . . . Way!: Road Trip
Tracey West

208 pages

978-0-448-48211-8
$9.99/10.99C | PB | 6 ½ x 6 ½
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

A Passion for Elephants
the real life adventure of Field 
scientist cynthia Moss
Toni Buzzeo;  
Illustrated by Holly Berry

a science and nature biography of 
cynthia Moss, the elephant expert, by 
the author of caldecott honor book 
One Cool Friend. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4090-7
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 10 x 10
DIAL | September

Pig-Piggy-Pigs
Bonnie Bader

librarians and teachers are asking  
for more photographic nonfiction— 
Pig-Piggy-Pigs is a unique and adorable 
book that fits the bill. 32 pages

978-0-448-48222-4
$14.99/17.99C | HC | 6 x 9
PENGuIN YOuNG READERS | October

unlocking the Truth
three brooklyn teens on life, 
Friendship and Making the band
Unlocking the Truth with Charisse 
Jones; Introduction by Questlove

the inspiring and remarkable story of 
the teen, brooklyn-based, heavy metal 
band, Unlocking the Truth. 288 pages

978-0-399-17453-7
$16.99/18.99C | PB | 7 x 9
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | May

Women Explorers
Julie Cummins;  
Illustrated by Cheryl Harness

biographies of ten inspiring women  
explorers throughout history, in time 
for women’s history month and a  
great addition to Puffin’s expanding 
nonfiction list! 

978-0-14-751736-4
$8.99/10.99C | PB | 
PuFFIN BOOkS | December

PicTuReBook

Alice’s Adventures  
in Wonderland
Lewis Carroll;  
Illustrated by Anna Bond

a brand new completely illustrated  
edition of Alice’s Adventures in  
Wonderland with artwork from anna 
bond of rifle Paper co. in time to  
commemorate the 150th anniversary of 
this beloved classic tale. 192 pages

978-0-14-751587-2
$30.00/36.00C | HC | 7 ½ x 9 5⁄8
PuFFIN BOOkS | November

Amazing Hamweenie Escapes!
Patty Bowman;  
Illustrated by Patty Bowman

grumpy cat meets stewie griffin  
in a book for cat lovers young  
and old. 32 pages

978-0-399-25689-9
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 10 ½ x 8 ½
PHILOMEL BOOkS | May
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Angelina’s Cinderella
Katharine Holabird;  
Illustrated by Helen Craig

everyone’s favorite dancing mouse is 
back on the big stage! 32 pages

978-0-451-47359-2
$15.99/18.99C | HC | 10 x 8 ¼
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | 

November

Angelina’s Pet
Grosset & Dunlap

angelina gets a pet in this original  
8x8 featuring the classic hand-drawn  
illustrations that fans know and adore 
and a sheet of stickers. 24 pages

978-0-448-48742-7
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

Bernice Gets Carried Away
Hannah E Harrison

a gorgeously illustrated book reminis-
cent of Alexander and the Terrible, No 
Good, Very Bad Day. 32 pages

978-0-8037-3916-1
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 10 ½
DIAL | July

Boo-La-La Witch Spa
Samantha Berger;  
Illustrated by Isabel Roxas

discover how witches pamper them-
selves after trick or treating in this  
original halloween story that has  
mega mom appeal. 32 pages

978-0-8037-3886-7
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 x 10
DIAL | August

Boom Snot Twitty  
This Way That Way
Doreen Cronin;  
Illustrated by Renata Liwska

three unlikely friends find one perfect 
spot to spend the day. 40 pages

978-0-670-78577-3
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 9 5⁄8
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | June

Bucky and Stu vs.  
the Mikanikal Man
Cornelius Van Wright; Illustrated 
by Cornelius Van Wright

it’s the adventure of a lifetime when 
best friends—and self-proclaimed  
superheroes—defeat bad guys of  
their own invention. 32 pages

978-0-399-16427-9
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
NANCY PAuLSEN BOOkS | July

Caterina and the  
Best Beach Day
Erin Eitter Kono

caterina is a bird who loves making 
plans and lists, and she’s off to the 
beach in this third picture book for a 
day that will be better than even she 
could have planned. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4131-7
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 10 ½ x 9
DIAL | May

Classic Children’s Tales
150 years of Frederick warne
Beatrix Potter

commemorate the 150th anniversary 
of Frederick warne with stories by  
edward lear, randolph caldecott, Kate 
greenaway, and beatrix Potter! avid 
fans and collectors will love having this 
treasury on their shelves. 112 pages

978-0-241-19871-1
$20.00/NCR | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¾
WARNE | October
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Day the Crayons Came Home
Drew Daywalt;  
Illustrated by Oliver Jeffers

the hysterically colorful companion to 
the bestselling picture book of the past 
year-plus, The Day the Crayons Quit! 
40 pages

978-0-399-17275-5
$18.99/21.99C | HC | 10 x 10
PHILOMEL BOOkS | August

Daylight Starlight Wildlife
Wendell Minor;  
Illustrated by Wendell Minor

wendell Minor, one of america’s  
finest wildlife/landscape painters,  
beautifully portrays the animals that 
visit our neighborhoods by day and 
night. 32 pages

978-0-399-24662-3
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 9 ½ x 9 ½
NANCY PAuLSEN BOOkS | May

Dewey Bob
Judy Schachner

a sweet raccoon character stars in  
this endearing tale of unexpected 
friendship from the creator of  
skippyjon jones. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4120-1
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 9 ½ x 11
DIAL | September

Dilly Dally Daisy
Mark Fearing

a laugh-out-loud take on dawdling—
or, ahem, doing all of the important 
things first. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4065-5
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
DIAL | July

Eeny, Meeny, Miney,  
Mo, and FLO!
Laurel Molk;  
Illustrated by Laurel Molk

laurel Molk breathes new life into a  
familiar rhyme in this slapstick tale of 
mousy mischief for very young readers. 
32 pages

978-0-670-01538-2
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 9 ½ x 10
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | June

Elephants Make Fine Friends
Colter Jackson

everything you want in a children’s 
book: a touching story, beautiful art, 
and a message to remind us that no 
matter our flaws, life is always better 
together! 32 pages

978-0-448-48506-5
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | August

Fairy Tales for Little Folks
Will Moses

a handsome gift book including  
five best-loved fairy tales, retold and 
charmingly illustrated by renowned 
folk artist will Moses. 48 pages

978-0-451-47283-0
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 11 ¼ x 9 ¼
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | October

Finders keepers
Keiko Kasza;  
Illustrated by Keiko Kasza

a clever circular story of lost and  
found with a classic Keiko Kasza  
twist at the end. 32 pages

978-0-399-16898-7
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ½
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | August
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Firefighter
Jenny Goebel; Illustrated by  
Alessandra Psacharopulo

a heartwarming story of a firefighter 
and his new firehouse pup. 32 pages

978-0-448-48102-9
$7.99/9.99C | HC | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | September

Foreman Frankie Is Handy
Jenny Goebel;  
Illustrated by Steve Mack

an adorable companion book to  
Foreman Farley Has a Backhoe,  
Foreman Frankie Is Handy is set to  
the tune of “yankee doodle goes to 
town.”  32 pages

978-0-448-48100-5
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

Gingerbread Man  
Loose at Christmas
Laura Murray;  
Illustrated by Mike Lowery

everyone’s favorite smart cookie is 
bacK - at the most gingerbread-y  
time of the year! 32 pages

978-0-399-16866-6
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | October

Happy Birthday, Cupcake!
Terry Border;  
Illustrated by Terry Border

a follow up to the clever and humorous 
Peanut Butter & Cupcake!, perfect for 
birthday celebrations! Full Color  
Photographs Throughout, 32 pages

978-0-399-17160-4
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 10 x 11
PHILOMEL BOOkS | July

Final Cover art to Come

Happy!
Pharrell Williams

grammy award winner Pharrell  
williams’s super-hit song “happy” is 
now a picture book. Full Color  
Photographs Throughout, 40 pages

978-0-399-17643-2
$19.99/23.99C | HC | 10 x 11
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | October

Henry’s Stars
David Elliot;  
Illustrated by David Elliot

in this companion to Henry’s Map, 
henry is overjoyed to notice that the 
stars form a great Pig in the sky . . . only 
to face differing opinions from every one 
of his barnyard friends. 40 pages

978-0-399-17116-1
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 x 10
PHILOMEL BOOkS | May

Here Comes the Tooth Fairy Cat
Deborah Underwood;  
Illustrated by Claudia Rueda

cat is back, and proud to be a New 
York Times bestseller. in his third  
adventure, he tries to trick the tooth 
Fairy (silly, silly cat) and gets a surprise  
education in the process. 96 pages

978-0-525-42774-2
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 x 7
DIAL | May

Hot Diggity Dog
the history of the hot dog
Adrienne Sylver;  
Illustrated by Elwood Smith

A Cod’s Tale meets The Truth about 
Poop and Pee in this irresistibly funny 
and fascinating look at cultural history 
through the lens of america’s favorite 
fast food: the hot dog. 32 pages

978-0-14-751578-0
$8.99/11.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10
PuFFIN BOOkS | November
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Hummingbirds
Bonnie Bader

hummingbirds may be the tiniest birds in 
america but they are the only creatures 
that can fly forward, backward, sideways, 
and even upside down! Full Color  
Photographs Throughout, 32 pages

978-0-448-48714-4
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

In, Over and On the Farm
Ethan Long;  
Illustrated by Ethan Long

the geisel-award-winning author  
of Up, Tall, and High! is back with  
another comical picture book! 40 pages

978-0-399-16907-6
$15.99/17.99C | HC | 7 x 9
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | August

I am Helen keller
Brad Meltzer; Illustrated by  
Christopher Eliopoulos

the seventh addition to this New York 
Times bestselling series shows kids that 
obstacles can create heroes. 40 pages

978-0-525-42851-0
$12.99/15.99C | HC | 7 ½ x 7 ½
DIAL | September

I am Lucille Ball
Brad Meltzer; Illustrated by  
Christopher Eliopoulos

in this sixth entry in the New York 
Times bestselling biography series, 
humor is the heroic trait, and a modern 
icon is celebrated. 40 pages

978-0-525-42855-8
$12.99/14.99C | HC | 7 ½ x 7 ½
DIAL | July

It’s a Regular Life
Max Brallier

a jacketed, hardcover picture book  
reimagining of the 1946 film It’s a 
Wonderful Life featuring characters 
from the top-rated animated series  
regular show. 32 pages

978-0-8431-8313-9
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 
CARTOON NETWORk BOOkS | October

Little Tree
Loren Long;  
Illustrated by Loren Long

already possessing the feel of a time-
less classic in the vein of The Giving 
Tree and Oh, the Places You’ll Go!,  
Little Tree will be a book for sharing 
among the generations. 40 pages

978-0-399-16397-5
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 9 x 10 ¾
PHILOMEL BOOkS | September

Love Is My Favorite Thing
Emma Chichester Clark; Illustrated 
by Emma Chichester Clark

a lively picture book featuring an en-
thusiastic pooch whose joy, optimism 
and love know no bounds. 32 pages

978-0-399-17503-9
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 9 x 11 ½
NANCY PAuLSEN BOOkS | December

Lulu’s Party
Kit Chase; Illustrated by Kit Chase

charming follow-up to Kit’s fantastic 
debut, Oliver’s Tree, starring three best 
friends who are always ready to use 
their imaginations and help each  
other out. 32 pages

978-0-399-25701-8
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 x 9
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | August
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Magical World of  
Strega Nona: a Treasury
Tomie dePaola;  
Illustrated by Tomie dePaola

this wonderful collection of six classic 
stories (including the original caldecott 
honor-winning Strega Nona), each  
introduced by tomie dePaola himself, 
includes lots of new material for eager 
strega nona fans to savor. 224 pages

978-0-399-17345-5
$35.00/41.00C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
NANCY PAuLSEN BOOkS | October

Mama’s Nightingale
a story of immigration  
and separation
Edwidge Danticat;  
Illustrated by Leslie Staub

a touching and timely tale of  
parent-child love, from a national 
book award finalist. 32 pages

978-0-525-42809-1
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 10 x 10
DIAL | September

Maple & Willow Apart
Lori Nichols;  
Illustrated by Lori Nichols

imaginative sisters Maple and willow 
find their own imaginative way to  
navigate a big change. 32 pages

978-0-399-16753-9
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 9 x 9
NANCY PAuLSEN BOOkS | July

Max and Marla
Alexandra Boiger;  
Illustrated by Alexandra Boiger

two fearless olympians sled to  
victory in this delightful new picture 
book. 32 pages

978-0-399-17504-6
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 9 x 10
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | October

Mr. Wishing Went Fishing
Irma Wilde;  
Illustrated by George Wilde

32 pages

978-0-448-48762-5
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

The Animals’ vacation
Shel Haber;  
Illustrated by Jan Haber

24 pages

978-0-448-48399-3
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

The Baby Elephant
Benjamin Brewster;  
Illustrated by Peter Burchard

32 pages

978-0-448-48448-8
$7.99/9.99C | HC | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Bingity-Bangity School Bus
Fleur Conkling;  
Illustrated by Ruth Wood

24 pages

978-0-448-48763-2
$7.99/8.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ¼
GROSSET & DuNLAP | June

discover a treasure trove of beautifully illustrated books with G & d Vintage! featuring books from our Wonder Books line originally  
published in the 1940s, 50s, and 60s, there’s something for every reader in these timeless stories accompanied by classic illustrations.
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The Christmas Puppy
Irma Wilde;  
Illustrated by Irma Wilde

24 pages

978-0-448-48765-6
$9.99/11.99C | HC | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

The Fixit Man
Irma Wilde;  
Illustrated by George Wilde

32 pages

978-0-448-48447-1
$7.99/9.99C | HC | 
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Mitford at the Fashion zoo
Donald Robertson

it’s a kid-lit, full-on, over-the-top  
fashion parody of Fashion week and 
Fashion divas, starring instagram star 
Mitford the giraffe and coutour celeb 
Panda summers. 40 pages

978-0-451-47542-8
$17.99/20.99C | HC | 9 x 12
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | August

Moon is Going to  
Addy’s House
Ida Pearle

this gentle, elegant bedtime  
picture book is illustrated in exquisite 
cut-paper illustrations reminiscent of 
ezra jack Keats. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4054-9
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 11 7⁄8 x 8
DIAL | July

My Cousin Momo
Zachariah OHora

Zach ohora’s distinctively retro art 
and kid-friendly humor take the stage 
in this story about accepting (and  
celebrating) differences. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4011-2
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ¼ x 10 ½
DIAL | June

My Leaf Book
Monica Wellington

with bold illustrations in the brilliant 
colors of fall, this book about autumn, 
trees, and collecting leaves is both  
educational and inspirational. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4141-6
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
DIAL | September

Night Animals
Gianna Marino;  
Illustrated by Gianna Marino

an adorably silly bedtime book by the 
creator of Meet Me at the Moon and 
Following Papa’s Song. 40 pages

978-0-451-46954-0
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 10 ¼ x 10
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | July

Pom Pom Panda  
Gets the Grumps
Sophy Henn;  
Illustrated by Sophy Henn

an adorable story about a grumpy 
panda who woke up on the wrong side 
of the bed from the creator of Where 
Bear?  32 pages

978-0-399-17159-8
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 9 1⁄16 x 10 ¼
PHILOMEL BOOkS | November
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Puss in Boots
Jerry Pinkney;  
Illustrated by Jerry Pinkney

caldecott Medal winner jerry Pinkney 
is masterful at reimagining classic tales, 
and he’s at his best with this cinematic 
version of Puss in Boots. 40 pages

978-0-14-751575-9
$8.99/10.99C | PB | 
PuFFIN BOOkS | November

Putting the Monkeys to Bed
Gennifer Choldenko;  
Illustrated by Jack Davis

a hilarious story that will help kids get 
themselves to sleep. 32 pages

978-0-399-24623-4
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | June

Robo-Sauce
Adam Rubin;  
Illustrated by Daniel Salmieri

a hilarious robot story with an out- 
of-this-world format twist, from the  
bestselling Dragons Love Tacos  
team. 48 pages

978-0-525-42887-9
$18.99/21.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 10
DIAL | October

School Fever
Brod Bagert;  
Illustrated by Robert Neubecker

a great option for Poetry Month and 
back-to-school—experience school life 
as never before in this hysterical picture 
book poetry collection! 40 pages

978-0-14-751450-9
$8.99/9.99C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 ½
PuFFIN BOOkS | May

Sea Rex
Molly Idle;  
Illustrated by Molly Idle

Following in the extremely large and 
funny footsteps of tea rex and camp 
rex is sea rex—a roaring good tale of 
fun in the sun! 40 pages

978-0-670-78574-2
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 10 ½
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | May

The Thing About Yetis
Vin Vogel

Perfect for cozy read-alouds, this silly 
new picture book is anything but 
abominable. 32 pages

978-0-8037-4170-6
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 9 x 9
DIAL | November

The Tomb Robber and king Tut
Sarah Gauch;  
Illustrated by Allen Garns

a young boy witnesses the discovery  
of King tut’s tomb in this fascinating 
historical fiction picture book, set in 
1920s egypt. 36 pages

978-0-670-78452-3
$16.99/19.99C | HC | 8 ½ x 11
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | July

The Turnip
Jan Brett; Illustrated by Jan Brett

a rollicking, cumulative tale of eight 
animals struggling to pull up a giant 
turnip in rural russia as winter sets in. 
32 pages

978-0-399-17070-6
$17.99/19.99C | HC | 10 x 11
G.P. PuTNAM’S SONS BFYR | November
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visiting Day
Jacqueline Woodson;  
Illustrated by James Ransome

a warmly moving picture book from 
the award-winning team that gave us 
This is the Rope—now back in print! 
32 pages

978-0-14-751608-4
$8.99/9.99C | PB | 9 x 11
PuFFIN BOOkS | August

What Does Otis See?
Loren Long;  
Illustrated by Loren Long

otis, loren long’s beloved character, 
reaches even more kids with his  
second book in the Penuin young 
readers program! 32 pages

978-0-448-48759-5
$14.99/17.99C | HC | 6 x 9
PENGuIN YOuNG READERS. | October

Worm Weather
Jean Taft; Illustrated by Matt Hunt

imaginative and playful language  
will delight readers and increase a 
child’s literacy skills. 32 pages

978-0-448-48741-0
$7.99/9.99C | HC | 8 x 8
GROSSET & DuNLAP | October

Yellow Copter
Kersten Hamilton;  
Illustrated by Valeria Petrone

the perfect book for vehicle-loving 
toddlers. 32 pages

978-0-451-46991-5
$16.99/18.99C | HC | 8 5⁄8 x 9 ¾
vIkING BOOkS FOR YOuNG READERS | May

sPAnisH lAnGuAGe Dragones y Tacos
Adam Rubin;  
Illustrated by Daniel Salmieri

a New York Times bestseller about 
non-spicy tacos, and the dragons who 
love them—now in spanish! 32 pages

978-0-14-751559-9
$8.99/9.99C | PB | 10 x 10
PuFFIN BOOkS | August

Fiesta secreta de pizza
Adam Rubin;  
Illustrated by Daniel Salmieri

hope you saved room for seconds—it’s 
a delicious follow-up to the New York 
Times bestseller Dragons Love Tacos, 
now in spanish! 40 pages

978-0-14-751560-5
$8.99/9.99C | PB | 10 x 10
PuFFIN BOOkS | September
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22-Day Revolution
the Plant-based Program that will 
transform your body, reset your 
habits, and change your life
Marco Borges

Prominent fitness and nutrition expert 
Marco borges shares his groundbreaking 
plant-based diet, designed to transform 
your mental, emotional, and physical 
health in just 22 days. 304 pages

978-0-451-47484-1
$27.95/32.95C | HC | 6 x 9
CELEBRA HARDCOvER | April

In Spanish:
La revolución de 22 días
978-0-451-47485-8
$17.00/19.00C | PB | 6 x 9
CELEBRA TRADE | April

Cook for Your Life
Ann Ogden

a beautiful, unique cookbook with  
delicious recipes for all stages of  
cancer treatment and recovery, from a 
two-time cancer survivor and founder 
of the cook for your life nutrition-
based cooking programs. 304 pages

978-1-58333-581-9
$34.95/41.95C | HC | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY | September

Four Seasons of Pasta
Nancy Harmon Jenkins,  
Sara Jenkins

a master chef and her acclaimed food 
writer mother team up with a unique 
around-the-seasons cookbook devoted 
to pasta. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 400 pages

978-0-525-42748-3
$35.00/42.00C | HC | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY | October

In a French kitchen
tales and traditions of  
everyday home cooking in France
Susan Herrmann Loomis

a delightful celebration of everyday  
life in France through the lens of the 
kitchens and cooking of the author’s 
neighbors who, while busy and  
accomplished, still manage to make 
every meal a sumptuous occassion. 
320 pages

978-1-59240-886-3
$26.95/31.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
GOTHAM HARDCOvER | June

kitchens of the Great Midwest
a novel
J. Ryan Stradal

a debut novel about a young woman 
with a once-in-a-generation palate, and 
the Midwestern foods and traditions 
that help her overcome her traumatic 
childhood to become the mysterious 
chef behind the most difficult dinner 
reservation in the country. 320 pages

978-0-525-42914-2
$27.95/32.95C | HC | 6 x 9
PAMELA DORMAN BOOkS | July

Lorena Garcia’s  
New Taco Classics
Lorena Garcia

one of america’s top chefs, lorena 
garcia reinvents classic taco recipes 
along with other celebrated latin street 
food dishes. 256 pages

978-0-451-47691-3
$29.95/38.95C | HC | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
CELEBRA HARDCOvER | October

In Spanish:
Nuevos tacos clásicos  
de Lorena García

978-0-451-47692-0
$19.95/25.95C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
CELEBRA TRADE | October
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Nom Yourself
simple vegan cooking
Mary Mattern

a beautiful cookbook for the next  
generation of newly vegan and  
vegan-curious, from the creator of the 
popular website and instagram nom 
yourself. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 272 pages

978-1-58333-585-7
$25.00/30.00C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9
AvERY TRADE | September

Shakespeare, Not Stirred
cocktails for your everyday dramas
Caroline Bicks and  
Michelle Ephraim

a cocktail book that mixes equal  
parts booze and bard to serve up  
drinks and munchies with a twist of 
shakespearean wisdom. 160 pages

978-0-399-17300-4
$17.00/22.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | September

Simply Scratch
120 wholesome home-Made 
recipes Made easy
Laurie McNamara

From the popular blogger behind  
simply scratch comes a debut  
cookbook showing how to home-cook 
absolutely everything from scratch.  
Full Color Photographs Throughout, 
272 pages

978-1-58333-579-6
$29.95/35.95C | HC | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY | October

Sticky Fingers’ vegan Sweets
100 super-secret vegan recipes
Doron Petersan

a two-time Food network cupcake 
wars winner shares her scrumptious 
dessert recipes that will have vegans 
and omnivores alike clamoring for 
more. 304 pages

978-1-58333-511-6
$20.00/24.00C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY TRADE | November

Sweet Goodness 
unbelievably delicious  
gluten-Free baking recipes
Patricia Green, Carolyn Hemming

256 pages

978-0-14-319338-8
$29.95/29.95C | PB | 8 x 10
PINTAIL - CANADA | April

Sweet Mary Jane
75 delicious cannabis-infused 
high-end desserts
Karin Lazarus

bringing unprecedented flavor,  
passion, and innovation to a cuisine 
best noted for pot brownies, Sweet 
Mary Jane will be the first beautifully 
designed, upscale marijuana cook-
book, from colorado’s best-loved  
bakery. 304 pages

978-1-58333-565-9
$25.00/33.00C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY TRADE | June

A visual Guide to Drink
Ben Gibson, Patrick Mulligan

a fun, meticulously researched, and 
beautifully designed infographic guide 
to alcohol from the successful design 
studio Pop chart lab. 216 pages

978-1-59240-930-3
$30.00/36.00C | HC | 9 7⁄8 x 10 7⁄8
AvERY | November

To Have and Have Another 
Revised Edition
a hemingway cocktail companion
Philip Greene

a revised and expanded edition of the 
lively guide to the cocktails hemingway 
drank and featured in his work. includes 
six new chapters as well as more than 
twenty-five new hemingway-inspired 
recipes. 352 pages

978-0-399-17490-2
$26.00/34.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
PERIGEE TRADE | November
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Top Secret Recipes  
Step-by-Step
secret Formulas with Photos  
for duplicating your Favorite  
Famous Foods at home
Todd Wilbur

the first four-color cookbook from the 
cMt star and New York Times  
bestselling Clone King. 400 pages

978-0-14-219696-0
$22.00/29.00C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
PLuME | November

Whiskey Distilled
a Populist guide to the  
water of life
Heather Greene

in the populist tradition of andrea 
immer, new york city’s first female 
whiskey sommelier translates today’s 
hottest spirit for a new generation of 
imbibers. 240 pages

978-0-525-42978-4
$17.00/19.00C | PB | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
AvERY TRADE | November

What katie Ate on the Weekend
Katie Q Davies

james beard award winner, renowned 
food photographer, and author of what 
Katie ate Katie Quinn davies shares 
her favorite dishes for entertaining in 
this dazzling collection of recipes and 
beautiful images. 320 pages

978-0-525-42895-4
$40.00/46.00C | HC
STuDIO | Now Available

Wine Folly
the visual guide to wine
Madeline Puckette,  
Justin Hammack

a hip, new guide to wine for the new 
generation of wine drinkers, from the 
sommelier creators of the award-win-
ing site wineFolly.com. Full Color  
Illustrations Throughout, 240 pages

978-1-59240-899-3
$25.00/30.00C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
AvERY TRADE | September

Modern Shunga
Matthew Martin

a hilarious, elegant and naughty  
send-up of shunga, the once taboo  
art of japanese erotica. Full Color  
Photographs Throughout, 32 pages

978-1-101-98270-9
$12.00/16.00C | NT | 6 x 4 ½
BLuE RIDER PRESS | October

Frederick Law Olmsted:  
Writings on Landscape,  
Culture, and Society
(library of america #270)
Frederick L Olmsted;  
edited by Charles Beveridge

the biggest and best single-volume  
collection ever published of the  
fascinating and wide-ranging writings of 
a vitally important nineteenth century 
cultural figure whose work continues to 
shape our world today. 800 pages

978-1-59853-452-8
$45.00/58.00C | HC 
LIBRARY OF AMERICA | November

erotica gardening
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Big Book Boxed Set
Keri Smith

From the bestselling author of Wreck This 
Journal, a new custom-designed boxed 
set featuring How to Be an Explorer of 
the World, Finish This Book, and The 
Imaginary World of...—plus an original 
map for readers to make their own. 

978-1-101-98182-5
$45.95/52.00C | BX | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | August

Burn After Writing
Sharon Jones

a guided journal comprising gently 
probing and provocative questions, mind 
games, and homework assignments that 
encourage uncompromising candor.  
144 pages

978-0-399-17521-3
$12.00/16.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PERIGEE TRADE | August

Color Me Crazy
insanely detailed creations  
to challenge your skills and  
blow your Mind
Peter Deligdisch

a beautifully drawn coloring book that 
goes way beyond the ordinary. 96 pages

978-0-399-17527-5
$15.00/20.00C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | July

Final Cover art to Come

Color Me Cluttered
a coloring book to transform  
everyday chaos into art
Durell H. Godfrey

a coloring book for grown-ups,  
featuring the everyday clutter all 
around us. B&W Illustrations 
Throughout, 96 pages

978-0-399-18365-2
$15.00/20.00C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | October

Hand-Lettering for Everyone
a creative workbook
Cristina Vanko

an illustrated and interactive guide  
for anyone who loves hand-lettering 
and wants to practice or perfect their 
skills. 224 pages

978-0-399-17301-1
$15.95/20.95C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 1⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | October

How to Be Happy  
(Or at Least Less Sad)
a creative workbook
Lee Crutchley

a creative, illustrated and interactive 
guide for anyone dealing with depres-
sion or anxiety, from the author of  
The Art of Getting Started. 160 pages

978-0-399-17298-4
$14.95/17.95C | PB | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | May

Noted
a journal to explore how we 
shape, create, and develop ideas
Adam Turnbull

From the illustrator of The Book of 
Doing, an interactive journal that  
explores how the medium can shape 
and define the message. 176 pages

978-0-399-17352-3
$13.95/17.95C | PB | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | October

Outside the Lines, Too
an inspired and inventive coloring 
book by creative Masterminds
Souris Hong

From the creator of Outside the Lines, 
another collection of original works 
from creative minds, including actor 
and musician jack black, as well as  
artists claw Money, dalek, eames  
office, deedee cheriel, shantell Mar-
tin, Poketo, and more. 256 pages

978-0-399-17205-2
$18.00/24.00C | PB | 8 ½ x 10 7⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | September

gift
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Start Where You Are
a journal for self-exploration
Meera Lee Patel

a beautifully illustrated and interactive 
journal that encourages readers to  
explore their hopes and dreams - and 
take steps to make them a reality. 
128 pages

978-0-399-17482-7
$15.95/20.95C | PB | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | September

The Doodle Revolution
unlock the Power to  
think differently
Sunni Brown

contrary to popular opinion, doodling 
is a serious endeavor. as brown shows 
in this smart and accessible book,  
applying visual language allows you to 
see new dimensions of a problem— 
and at times, new aspects of yourself. 
272 pages

978-1-59184-703-8
$20.00/23.00C | PB | 8 x 8
PORTFOLIO TRADE | May

The Jottery
thought experiments for  
everyday Philosophers and  
Part-time geniuses
Andy Selsberg

a series of off-the-wall idea-generating 
questions for everyday philosophers 
and creative types. 224 pages

978-0-399-17146-8
$12.95/15.95C | PB | 5 x 7
PERIGEE TRADE | May

PenGuin clAssics

Emma
200th-anniversary  
annotated edition
Jane Austen

the culmination of jane austen’s  
genius, a sparkling comedy of love and 
marriage—now in a stunning 200th- 
anniversary Penguin classics deluxe 
edition. 496 pages

978-0-14-310771-2
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 5⁄8 x 8 7⁄16

PENGuIN CLASSICS | September

Jane Austen:  
The Complete Works
classics hardcover boxed set
Jane Austen

the complete works of jane austen in 
hardcover classics, together for the 
first time in a box set designed by  
coralie bickford-smith. 

978-0-14-139520-3
$158.00/174.00C | BX | 
PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | November

Little Black Classics Box Set
Various

an irresisitible box set of the complete 
little black classics—a new series of 
80 books for 80 years of Penguin. 

978-0-14-139887-7
$100.00/129.95C | BX | 
PENGuIN CLASSICS | November

Madame Bovary
Gustave Flaubert

geoffrey wall’s magnificent translation 
of the searing, tragic French classic in a 
gorgeous hardcover classic edition. 
384 pages

978-0-14-139467-1
$23.00/26.00C | HC | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | May

Moby-Dick
or, the whale
Herman Melville

herman Melville’s profound and  
timeless inquiry into one man’s  
obsession, in a new bickford-smith  
designed clothbound edition. 720 pages

978-0-14-119960-3
$30.00/39.00C | HC | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | November
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Perchance to Dream
selected stories
Charles Beaumont

the profoundly original and wildly  
entertaining short stories of a legendary 
twilight Zone writer. 336 pages

978-0-14-310765-1
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN CLASSICS | October

Sherlock Holmes: The Novels
Arthur Conan Doyle

all four of arthur conan doyle’s  
legendary sherlock holmes novels, 
collected in a unique graphic deluxe 
edition with an introduction by  
Michael dirda. 800 pages

978-0-14-310713-2
$25.00/33.00C | PB | 5 5⁄8 x 8 7⁄16

PENGuIN CLASSICS | November

The Jungle Books
Rudyard Kipling

a beautiful, playful edition of  
rudyard Kipling’s classic tales of  
boyhood and wildlife in time for the 
150th anniversary of Kipling’s birth, 
soon to be made into two major  
motion pictures. 448 pages

978-0-14-139462-6
$22.00/25.00C | HC | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | May

The Liars’ Club
a Memoir
Mary Karr

a 20th-anniversary edition of Mary 
Karr’s pathbreaking, award-winning, 
mega-bestselling memoir, featuring a 
new foreword by lena dunham.  
368 pages

978-0-14-310779-8
$17.00/22.00C | PB | 5 5⁄8 x 8 7⁄16

PENGuIN CLASSICS | November

The Life and Adventures  
of Santa Claus
L. Frank Baum

an irresistible new collectible hard-
cover in the successful series of Pen-
guin christmas classics: the story of 
santa claus, from boy to jolly old fel-
low, as imagined by the creator of the 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz. 160 pages

978-0-14-312853-3
$16.00/21.00C | HC | 4 13/16 x 7 5⁄16

PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | October

GeneRAl

#GIRLBOSS
Sophia Amoruso

“Part memoir, part management guide
and part girl-power manifesto. a sort
of a Lean In for misfits, it offers young
women a candid guide to starting a
business and going after what they
want.” —Washington Post 
256 pages

978-1-59184-793-9
$16.00/18.00C | PB 
PORTFOLIO TRADE | September

A Dog Named Jimmy
Rafael Mantesso

a whimsical 4-color book combining 
150 all new and favorite images and 
stories of popular instagram celebrity 
jimmy choo the bull terrier and his 
owner. Full Color Photographs 
Throughout, 176 pages

978-0-525-42962-3
$19.95/NCR | HC | 8 x 8
AvERY | September

All the Words Are Yours
haiku on love
Tyler Knott Gregson

From the bestselling author of  
Chasers of the Light—a collection of 
daily love haikus paired with beautiful 
photographs. 144 pages

978-0-399-17600-5
$18.00/24.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | October



Beloved Dog
Maira Kalman

in her trademark style, wit, and  
with great sensitivity, Maira Kalman  
reveals why dogs bring out the best in 
us. 160 pages

978-1-59420-594-1
$29.95/34.95C | HC | 9 x 10 7⁄8
THE PENGuIN PRESS HC | October

Big Magic
creative living beyond Fear
Elizabeth Gilbert

From the worldwide-bestselling  
author of Eat Pray Love: the path to the 
vibrant, fulfilling life you’ve dreamed 
of. 288 pages

978-1-59463-471-0
$24.95/32.49C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
RIvERHEAD HARDCOvER | September

Final Cover art to Come

Bright Lights Paris
shop, dine & live...Parisian style
Angie Niles

a lush and beautiful photo-filled guide 
through the neighborhoods of Paris by 
a fashion insider. 304 pages

978-0-425-28070-6
$22.95/29.95C | PB | 7 x 8
BERkLEY TRADE | September

English Is Not Easy
a visual guide to the language
Luci Gutiérrez

destined to be a standout in the  
language reference category, English is 
Not Easy is a fancifully illustrated but 
thoroughly practical guide to the  
peculiarities of one of the trickiest  
languages on earth for foreigners and 
native speakers alike. 336 pages

978-1-59240-923-5
$18.00/20.00C | PB | 6 ¾ x 8 ¼
GOTHAM TRADE | June

Flawd
how to stop hating on yourself, 
others, and the things that Make 
you who you are
Emily-Anne Rigal with  
Jeanne Demers

a lively, illustrated manifesto that en-
courages readers of all ages to be fear-
less with their flaws in order to instill 
self-esteem and authentic self-expres-
sion, stop the cycle of bullying, and 
help others rather than hurt them. 208 
pages

978-0-399-17403-2
$15.95/20.95C | PB | 5 x 7 1⁄8
PERIGEE TRADE | August

Final Cover art to Come

Do I Have to Say Hello?
aunt delia’s Manners Quiz for 
Kids and their grownups
Delia Ephron;  
Drawings by Edward Koren

high-spirited and charming, Do I  
Have to Say Hello? by delia ephron, 
with drawings by ed Koren, is a  
wickedly funny guide to manners for 
readers of all ages, a bestselling classic 
now updated for our modern times. 
Two Color Text, Illustrations  
Throughout, 128 pages

978-1-101-98307-2
$24.95/32.49C | HC | 6 7⁄8 x 8 ½
Blue Rider Press | November

Harlow & Indiana (And Reese)
Brittni Vega

told from indiana’s perspective,  
Harlow & Indiana (And Reese) picks 
up where the first book left off with 
more jokes, more adventures, and just 
as much sibling love as before. richly 
illustrated with entirely new images of 
the highly photogenic pups, Harlow & 
Indiana (And Reese) continues the 
story of the furry friends that have  
captured hearts across the globe.  
Photographs Throughout, 128 pages

978-1-101-98367-6
$22.95/29.95C | HC | 8 x 8
PuTNAM ADuLT | October

Last Night’s Reading
illustrated encounters with  
extraordinary authors
Kate Gavino;  
Illustrated by Kate Gavino

irresistible illustrations of authors and 
the charming, wise, and hilarious 
things they say at their readings.  
160 pages

978-0-14-312731-4
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 x 7
PENGuIN BOOkS | November
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Men & Cats
Marie-Eva Gatuingt and  
Alice Chaygneaud

based on an enormously popular tum-
blr, a photo book that brings together 
two of the world’s favorite things: hot 
men and cute kittens. 112 pages

978-0-399-17585-5
$15.00/20.00C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | September

Modern Romance
an investigation
Aziz Ansari with Eric Klinenberg

a hilarious, thoughtful, and in-depth 
exploration of the pleasures and perils 
of modern romance from one of this 
generation’s sharpest comedic voices. 
Full Color Photographs Throughout, 
288 pages

978-1-59420-627-6
$28.95/33.00C | HC | 6 1⁄8 x 9 ¼
PENGuIN PRESS HC, THE | June

Shakespeare Basics  
for Grown-ups
everything you need to  
Know about the bard
E. Foley, B. Coates

a handy reference guide to the great 
bard from the authors of Homework  
for Grown-Ups. 336 pages

978-0-14-751536-0
$16.00/18.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PLuME | June

Simple Giving
easy ways to give every day
Jennifer Iacovelli

you can make a difference on a daily 
basis, and it’s not as difficult as you 
may think! Simple Giving includes 
more than 50 ideas to make the world 
a better place. 208 pages

978-0-399-17245-8
$14.95/17.95C | PB | 5 x 7 1⁄8
TARCHER | October

Stories in the Stars
an atlas of constellations
Susanna Hislop; Illustrated by 
Hannah Waldron

a beautifully illustrated Penguin  
hardcover original that allows readers 
to travel the night sky and discover the 
universe of stories that lie in the stars. 
224 pages

978-0-14-312813-7
$30.00/39.00C | HC | 7 ¼ x 10 3⁄16

PENGuIN BOOkS | October

The Cake Therapist
Judith Fertig

an engaging new women’s fiction 
novel about a pastry chef who moves 
back to her small Midwestern home-
town to open a bakery and build a new 
life for herself. 304 pages

978-0-425-27732-4
$16.00/19.00C | PB | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
BERkLEY TRADE | June

Transit Maps of the World
Mark Ovenden

a completely updated and expanded 
edition of the cult bestseller, featuring 
full color reproductions of subway 
maps from around the world, from 
new york to nizhney novgorod.  
176 pages

978-0-14-312849-6
$30.00/39.00C | PB | 10 7⁄8 x 9 ½
PENGuIN BOOkS | November

cHRisTMAs

Does Santa Exist?
a Philosophical investigation
Eric Kaplan

a humorous philosophical investigation 
into the existence of santa—from a  
co-executive producer of the big bang 
theory. 288 pages

978-0-14-751642-8
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 x 7
PLuME | October
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The Life and Adventures of 
Santa Claus
L. Frank Baum

an irresistible new collectible  
hardcover in the successful series of 
Penguin christmas classics: the story  
of santa claus, from boy to jolly old fel-
low, as imagined by the creator of the 
Wonderful Wizard of Oz. 160 pages

978-0-14-312853-3
$16.00/21.00C | HC | 4 13/16 x 7 5⁄16

PENGuIN CLASSICS HARDCOvER | October

Fat Cat Art
Famous Masterpieces improved  
by a ginger cat with attitude
Svetlana Petrova and  
Zarathustra the Cat

Featuring her 22-pound, ginger-colored 
cat Zarathustra superimposed into 
some of the greatest art works of all 
time, Petrova’s paintings are an  
internet sensation. 208 pages

978-0-399-17478-0
$16.95/21.95C | HC | 7 x 7
TARCHER | September

Diary of a Mad Diva
Joan Rivers

now in paperback, following up the 
success of her New York Times  
bestseller I Hate Everyone...Starting 
With Me, another book filled with joan 
rivers’ uproariously hilarious and irrev-
erent observations about life. 320 pages

978-0-425-26903-9
$16.00/18.00C | PB | 5 1⁄8 x 8
BERkLEY TRADE | April

George Washington Is  
Cash Money
a no-bullshit guide to the  
united Myths of america
Cory O’Brien;  
Illustrated by Soren Melville

From the creator of Zeus Grants Stupid 
Wishes, an irreverent, crass, and totally 
true look at the greatest moments and 
players in us history. 240 pages

978-0-399-17348-6
$14.95/19.50C | PB | 4 ½ x 8
PERIGEE TRADE | May

Gumption
relighting the torch of  
Freedom with america’s  
gutsiest troublemakers
Nick Offerman

nick offerman returns with a second 
book that humorously highlights 
twenty-five figures from u.s. history 
that comprise nick’s personal pantheon 
of “great americans.” 400 pages

978-0-525-95467-5
$26.95/31.00C | HC | 6 x 9
DuTTON ADuLT | May

Penguins with People Problems
Mary Laura Philpott

an illustrated collection of quirky  
penguins with problems like the rest  
of us. 112 pages

978-0-399-17309-7
$14.95/19.50C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | June

Poorly Drawn Lines
good ideas and amazing stories
Reza Farazmand

love, social acceptance, and robots  
for fans of What If? and Hyperbole and 
a Half. 224 pages

978-0-14-751542-1
$18.00/24.00C | PB | 7 x 7
PLuME | October

Someecards Journal
Price Stern Sloan

a 112-page journal packed with  
activities, games, quizzes, and writing 
prompts inspired by the hilarious  
and over-the-top e-card website  
someecards.com. 112 pages

978-0-8431-8267-5
$8.99/9.99C | HC | 
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August
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The Bassoon king
My life in art, Faith, and idiocy
Rainn Wilson

Fans of The Office, readers of the nyt 
bestseller SoulPancake, and more than 
4 million twitter followers will all love 
rainn wilson’s memoir about growing 
up geeky and finally finding his place 
in comedy, faith, and life. 320 pages

978-0-525-95453-8
$26.95/34.95C | HC | 6 x 9
DuTTON ADuLT | November

Works Well with Others
an outsider’s guide to shaking 
hands, shutting up, handling 
jerks, and other crucial skills 
in business that no one ever 
teaches you
Ross McCammon

esquire editor and entrepreneur’s  
etiquette columnist ross Mccammon 
delivers a funny and authoritative guide 
that provides the advice you really 
need to be confident and authentic at 
work, even when you have no idea 
what’s going on. 256 pages

978-0-525-95502-3
$26.95/34.95C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
DuTTON ADuLT | October

You Blew It!
an awkward look at the Many 
ways in which you’ve already 
ruined your life
Josh Gondelman, Joe Berkowitz

a hilarious examination of faux pas for 
readers of allie brosh’s Hyperbole and 
a Half and Jenny Lawson’s Let’s Pretend 
This Never Happened. 240 pages

978-0-14-751580-3
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PLuME | September

You’re a vampire - That Sucks!
a survival guide
“Count” Domenick Dicce

there’s nothing worse than getting 
laughed out of the room at a vampire 
party after saying a clichéd “i vant to 
suck your blahd!”—this stylish and  
fun guide for the newly undead will  
ensure that this never happens to you! 
144 pages

978-0-399-17588-6
$12.95/15.95C | PB | 4 ½ x 8
TARCHER | October

MAd liBs

Bar Rescue Mad Libs
Nico Medina

grab a copy of Bar Rescue Mad Libs 
and crack open a cold one—you’re in 
for a wild ride! Bar Rescue Mad Libs in-
cludes 21 stories based on the popular 
spike tv reality television series.  
48 pages

978-0-8431-8370-2
$4.99/NCR | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October

Bob’s Burgers Mad Libs
Billy Merrell

take a bite out of Bob’s Burgers  
Mad Libs! our book features 21  
hilarious stories. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8294-1
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | September

Edward Scissorhands Mad Libs
Mickie Matheis

a brand-new Mad libs based on the 
cult classic film edward scissorhands, 
out just in time for the movie’s 25th  
anniversary! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8308-5
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October

Home Sweet Home Mad Libs
Kate Ritchey

if you’re totally addicted to house 
hunters, you’ll love our newest original 
adult Mad libs, which includes 21  
stories all about buying and fixing up 
your home! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8305-4
$4.99/5.99C | PB | 
PRICE STERN SLOAN | September
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I Love Seattle Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

rain or shine, tourists and locals alike 
will get a kick out of i love seattle Mad 
libs, featuring 21 stories all about the 
emerald city. 48 pages

978-0-8431-8268-2
$3.99/4.99C | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | June

Ink Master Mad Libs
Laura Marchesani

get inked with Ink Master Mad Libs! 
our book includes 21 fill-in-the-blank 
stories inspired by the popular spike 
tv reality series. it’s a lot cheaper than 
getting a new tattoo... but just as fun! 
48 pages

978-0-8431-8371-9
$4.99/NCR | PB | 5 ¼ x 8 3⁄8
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October

Scarface Mad Libs
Brian D Clark

say hello to my little Mad libs!  
scarface Mad Libs, that is, featuring  
21 original stories based on the film.  
48 pages

978-0-8431-8239-2
$4.99/5.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | October

SEC Mad Libs
Price Stern Sloan

a brand-new Mad libs starring the 
teams, rivialries, and history of the sec, 
or southeastern Football conference! 
48 pages

978-0-8431-8325-2
$3.99/4.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August

Workaholics Mad Libs
Brian D Clark

you’ll get a kick out of the 21 stories 
inside this book inspired by the  
hilarious comedy central television 
show workaholics. it’s a lot more fun 
than being at work! 48 pages

978-0-8431-8278-1
$4.99/5.99C | PB  
PRICE STERN SLOAN | August

10 Mindful Minutes: a Journal
Goldie Hawn with Jennifer Repo

a guided journal to help readers in 
their practice of mindfulness 224 pages

978-0-399-17491-9
$15.95/20.95C | PB | 5 ½ x 7 ½
PERIGEE TRADE | June

30 Lessons for Loving
advice from the wisest americans 
on love, relationships, and Marriage
Karl Pillemer

the author of the classic 30 Lessons for 
Living shares the hard-won wisdom of 
americans over the age of 65 to find out 
what it takes to build a lasting, happy, 
and fulfilling relationship. 304 pages

978-0-14-751653-4
$16.00/18.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
AvERY TRADE | December

Final Cover art to Come

Angels
a comprehensive guide to divine 
Messengers on earth
Marie-Ange Faugérolas

within the pages of this book, readers 
will find all of the information they 
could ever want about angels—the 
messengers of the divine. 608 pages

978-0-399-17640-1
$19.95/23.95C | PB | 7 3⁄8 x 9 ¼
TARCHER | November
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Choosing Hope
Moving Forward from life’s  
darkest hours
Kaitlin Roig-DeBellis,  
Robin Gaby Fisher

“bad things happen to all of us, 
things that test us and impact us and 
change us, but it is not those mo-
ments that define us. it is how we 
choose to react to them that does.” 
—Kaitlin roig-debellis 
272 pages

978-0-399-17445-2
$26.95/34.95C | HC | 5 ½ x 8 ¼
PuTNAM ADuLT | October

If You Feel Too Much
thoughts on things Found and 
lost and hoped For
Jamie Tworkowski

an inspiring collection of essays by the 
founder of the organization to write 
love on her arms, which has over 2 
million followers online and is the sub-
ject of an upcoming film to be released 
by sony Pictures. 208 pages

978-0-399-17649-4
$16.95/21.95C | HC | 5 ½ x 7 ½
TARCHER | May

The Gratitude Diaries
how a year looking on the  
bright side transformed My life
Janice Kaplan

in this inspiring memoir backed by  
cutting-edge research, janice Kaplan 
spends a year living gratefully and 
gains a fresh outlook that transforms 
her marriage, family life, work, health, 
and everyday experience. 320 pages

978-0-525-95506-1
$26.95/32.00C | HC | 6 x 9
DuTTON ADuLT | August

The Power of Forgiveness
Forgiving as a Path to Freedom
Joan Gattuso

a powerful manual for forgiving,  
moving forward, and living life fully—
from the author of the bestselling book 
A Course in Love. 240 pages

978-0-399-16314-2
$15.95/18.95C | PB | 5 1⁄8 x 8
TARCHER | December

The Tao of Happiness
life lessons from chuang tzu
Derek Lin

discover an ancient and delightful 
western philosophy courtesy of  
taoism’s unsung hero philosopher— 
chuang tzu. 128 pages

978-0-399-17551-0
$15.95/18.95C | PB | 7 x 7
TARCHER | November

Barbarian Days
a surfing life
William Finnegan

a deeply-rendered self-portrait of a  
life-long surfer by the acclaimed  
New Yorker journalist. 30 B&W  
Photographs Throughout, 464 pages

978-1-59420-347-3
$27.95/32.95C | HC | 6 1⁄8 x 9 ¼
PENGuIN PRESS HC, THE | July

Football Clichés
decoding the oddball Phrases, 
colorful gestures, and unwritten 
rules of soccer across the Pond
Adam Hurrey

this Penguin Paperback original is an 
insightful and witty analysis of the  
language of soccer watching, playing, 
and fandom. 208 pages

978-0-14-312852-6
$16.00/NCR | PB | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN BOOkS | September

Football: Great Writing  
About the National Sport
(a special Publication of  
the library of america)
Various

490 pages

978-1-59853-417-7
$18.95/24.95C | PB | 
LIBRARY OF AMERICA | May

Men’s gift
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nature

The American Revolution: 
Writings from the Pamphlet 
Debate 1764-1776

978-1-59853-410-8
$75.00/86.00C | BX
June

The Civil War in 50 Objects
Harold Holzer, New-York  
Historical Society

the perfect successor to the runaway 
bestseller, The History of the World in 
100 Objects—an all-star cast of histori-
ans commenting on the fifty objects 
that tell the story of the civil war, from 
one of the country’s premier history 
museums. 416 pages

978-0-14-312814-4
$20.00/23.00C | PB | 5 5⁄8 x 8 11⁄16

PENGuIN BOOkS | May

A Beautiful Question
Finding nature?s deep design
Frank Wilczek

does the universe embody  
beautiful ideas? 16-Page Full Color  
Insert, 400 pages

978-1-59420-526-2
$29.95/34.95C | HC | 6 5⁄8 x 9 ¼
THE PENGuIN PRESS HC | July

Of Orcas and Men
what Killer whales can teach us
David Neiwert

368 pages

978-1-4683-0865-5
$27.95/32.95C | HC | 
OvERLOOk HARDCOvER | June

Final Cover art to Come

Catify to Satisfy
a cat guardian’s guide to  
solving everyday cat care issues 
with simple design solutions
Jackson Galaxy and Kate Benjamin

who knew that common cat  
behavioral problems could be solved 
with the help of simple interior design 
projects? in this brilliant cat care guide, 
New York Times bestselling authors of 
Catification show us how. 

978-0-399-17699-9
$21.95/28.95C | PB | 8 x 8
TARCHER | November

Dog Songs
Poems
Mary Oliver

a collection of new and favorite 
poems, celebrating the dogs that have 
enriched the poet’s world. 144 pages

978-0-14-312583-9
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 1⁄16 x 7 ¾
PENGuIN BOOkS | September

Final Cover art to Come

Hunger Makes Me a  
Modern Girl
a Memoir
Carrie Brownstein

From a leader of feminist punk music  
at the dawn of the riot-grrrl era, a  
candid and deeply personal look at  
life in rock and roll. 

978-1-59448-663-0
$27.95/35.95C | HC | 6 x 9
RIvERHEAD HARDCOvER | October

Luke Skywalker Can’t Read
and other geeky truths
Ryan Britt

a smart, funny, and provocative dish 
on sci-fi and pop culture topics, which 
range from why robots are so passé to 
how everyone in the star wars  
universe is illiterate. 224 pages

978-0-14-751757-9
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PLuME | November

Pop culturePets & animals

Men’s gift
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Pop Culture

Penguin Science  
Fiction Postcards
100 Book Covers in One Box
Various

A collection of 100 iconic, bizarre,  
and mind-blowing science fiction 
cover designs from 80 years of  
Penguin’s history. 100 pages

978-0-14-312864-9
$25.00/NCR | NT | 4 ½ x 6 11⁄16

Penguin BookS | September

The Art of Language invention
From Horse-Lords to Dark Elves, 
The Words Behind World-Building
David J. Peterson

An insider’s tour through the  
construction of invented languages 
from the bestselling author and creator 
of languages for the HBO series  
Game of Thrones and the Syfy series  
Defiance. 336 pages

978-0-14-312646-1
$17.00/22.00C | PB | 5 ½ x 8 7⁄16

Penguin BookS | September

The Vampire Combat  
Field guide
A Coloring and Activity Book For 
Fighting the Bloodthirsy Undead
Roger Ma

Following The Zombie Combat Field 
Guide, an interactive companion  
coloring book to The Vampire  
Combat Manual. 

978-0-425-28247-2
$9.99/12.99C | PB | 
BerkLey TrAde | october

Turner Classic Movies  
Presents Leonard Maltin’s 
Classic Movie guide
From the Silent Era Through 1965: 
Revised Third Edition
Leonard Maltin

The definitive guide to classic films 
from one of America’s most trusted  
film critics. 864 pages

978-0-14-751682-4
$26.00/34.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PLuMe | September

We don’t need roads
The Making of the  
Back to the Future Trilogy
Caseen Gaines

We Don’t Need Roads is a behind-the-
scenes look at the making of the wildly 
successful and beloved Back to the  
Future trilogy, featuring interviews  
with over 50 members of the cast and 
crew in celebration of the series’ 30th 
anniversary. 288 pages

978-0-14-218153-9
$16.00/18.00C | PB | 5 5⁄16 x 8
PLuMe | June

Stuff Brits Like
A Guide to What’s Great  
About Great Britain
Fraser McAlpine

For Brits and the Anglophiles who love 
them, an illuminating, and light-hearted 
account of our neighbors across the 
pond. 352 pages

978-0-425-27841-3
$16.00/21.00C | PB | 6 x 9
BerkLey TrAde | July

Travel & 
Regional Interest
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